SAVE $1,000
On Any Qualifying
Kaleidescape System

$1,000 off with bundle purchase of any of the following Kleidscape systems
& Sony’s VPL-VW325ES & up, XR-75Z9J, XR-83A90J, XR-85Z9J, or X100X92

YOUR ULTIMATE 4K HDR EXPERIENCE
BEGINS AT THE SOURCE
Delivering reference-quality movies at the source, Kaleidescape optimizes for
the highest resolution, dynamic range, and contrast capabilities of high-end
Sony projectors and TVs. For a limited time, purchase any
Sony projector or TV priced over $4,995 and receive
$1,000 off MSRP on any qualifying Kaleidescape system.

+
PIXEL PERFECT,
MAXIMUM BRIGHTNESS
Take advantage of every lumen with pixel-perfect playback.
Kaleidescape curates movies directly from their studio masters,
unlocking up to 4x the video bitrate and 10x the audio quality
of streaming. Why feed your Sony projector with anything less?

Along with over 13,000 movies, TV series, and concerts available from within its industry-leading movie store,
Kaleidescape uses proprietary metadata to enable integration with home automation systems. With controls for
adjustable shades, lighting themes and screen masking, Kaleidescape also activates your Sony projector to display
every movie in its native aspect ratio, going far beyond any streamer to deliver a purely cinematic experience at
an unprecedented level of convenience and quality.

COMPACT TERRA

The new award-winning compact Terra is available
in 18TB or 12TB capacities, and supports up to 5
simultaneous 4K playbacks with no loss in quality.

STRATO C

The Strato C is a 4K UHD movie player that supports
high dynamic range and lossless audio, including
Dolby Atmos and DTS:X.

TERRA

The Terra movie server stores up to 72TB of movies,
supports multiple Strato players, and up to 10
simultaneous 4K playbacks with no loss in quality.

STRATO S

The Strato S is an all-in-one HDR movie player and
server with 6TB of storage in a sleek, compact design.

Program subject to terms & conditions. Contact sales@kaleidescape.com if you have any questions.
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